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Abstract
With the completion of the National Academies of

Sciences Assessment of a US Electron-Ion Collider, the

prospects for construction of such a facility have taken a

step forward. This paper provides an overview of the two

site-specific EIC designs: JLEIC (Jefferson Lab) and eRHIC

(BNL) as well as brief overview of ongoing EIC R&D.

EIC DESIGNS OVERVIEW
The Electron-Ion Collider – the instrument that will en-

able deeper understanding of quark-gluon structure of matter

– was selected in the joint DOE-NSF U.S. Nuclear Physics

Long Range plans of 2007 [1] and 2015 [2] as the top pri-

ority for R&D (2007) and new construction (2015). These

recommendations were reinforced in 2018 by the National

∗ seryi@jlab.org

Academies of Science assessment of US-based EIC sci-

ence [3]. The requirements of an EIC as described in the

White Paper [4] include: “highly polarized (∼70%) electron

and nucleon beams; ion beams from deuteron to the heaviest

nuclei (uranium or lead); variable center of mass energies

from ∼20 to ∼100 GeV, upgradable to ∼140 GeV; high colli-

sion luminosity of ∼1033-1034 cm−2s−1; possibilities of hav-

ing more than one interaction region”. A multi-laboratory

collaboration is presently working on two site-specific EIC

designs – eRHIC [5] and JLEIC [6]. Both designs are based

on ring-ring approach and both benefit from existing Nuclear

Physics infrastructure.

eRHIC design takes full advantage of the existing acceler-

ator infrastructure of the RHIC complex at BNL, using the

Yellow Ring of the RHIC heavy ion collider together with

the entire hadron beam injector chain (Fig. 1). A new elec-

tron storage ring in the RHIC tunnel will provide polarized
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electron beams for collisions between electrons and polar-

ized protons or heavy ions. Polarized electrons are provided

by a full-energy spin transparent rapid cycling synchrotron

(RCS) located in the RHIC tunnel. RHIC hadron rings mod-

ifications aimed to accommodate the three-fold increased

beam current and larger number of bunches include in-situ

application of copper and amorphous carbon layers in the

vacuum chamber to reduce the SEY and thus suppress the

formation of electron clouds. The CM energy in e-p colli-

sions ranges from 20 to 141GeV, accomplished by colliding

2.5 to 18GeV electrons with 41 to 275GeV protons.

JLEIC takes full advantage of the 12GeV CEBAF of JLab

that will serve as high polarization full-energy electron beam

injector for JLEIC (Fig. 2). The JLEIC boosters and collider

rings are based on an innovative figure-8 layout that has high

spin transparency built into the design. The CM energy in

e-p collisions ranges from ∼20 to ∼100GeV, accomplished

by colliding ∼3 to 12GeV electrons with ∼30 to 200 GeV

protons. Upgrade to 140GeV can be accomplished by dou-

bling the energy of the ion ring. The two collider rings of

JLEIC are stacked vertically and have nearly identical cir-

cumferences of ∼2.3 km, housed in a cut-and-cover tunnel

next to CEBAF. The electron beamline follows a vertical

excursion to the plane of the ion ring to realize e-p collisions.

The two long straight sections accommodate two IPs, injec-

tion/ejection, RF system, electron cooling and polarimetry.

Figure 1: Layout of eRHIC.

Figure 2: Layout of JLEIC.

LUMINOSITY AND GLOBAL
PARAMETERS

The EIC accelerator challenges are twofold: a high degree

of polarization for both beams, and high luminosity. Both

designs were optimized[5, 6] to address these challenges and

to meet requirements of the White Paper. Figure 3 shows the

peak luminosity curves for baseline designs of JLEIC and

eRHIC, for JLEIC 140 GeV CM upgrade, and for alternative

optimization of eRHIC 2nd IP.

The relation of the peak luminosity to the average one

varies with CM energy and operational assumptions. and

is illustrated in Table 1, where key accelerator and MDI

parameters of the designs are also shown for one selected

energy from each of four curves of Fig. 3. The designs

plan to operate in regimes when intra-beam scattering (IBS)

effects define collider optimization. The IBS time ranges

from 25 min to few hours for eRHIC and from 5 min to

few tens of minutes for JLEIC. The IBS effects will typi-

cally be counteracted by beam cooling, strong coherent or

strong incoherent cooling. JLEIC data in Table 1 rely on

strong incoherent cooling. When proton beam energy is

>150 GeV, the incoherent cooling is less effective but IBS is

also weak, and the integrated luminosity can be optimized

by a scheme of frequent replacement of the stored ion beams.

Correspondingly, JLEIC-upgrade will not use strong cool-

ing, and relies instead on DC cooling in a booster and hourly

beam refills. Similarly, for eRHIC parameters shown in

Tab. 1 strong hadron cooling is not required as there is an

on-energy injector which provides a fresh hadron beam ev-

ery hour. In this case, two options exist for pre-cooling, a

DC cooler in the AGS injector or an ERL-based incoherent

cooler at eRHIC ion injection energy. The IBS and cooling

dynamics is one of many areas where the team is working

on cross-comparison of calculations using various design

codes.

The average luminosity shown in the Table 1 is calculated

over one store-and-refill cycle. The average luminosity for

extended running would typically be reduced to ∼75% due

to machine availability.

Figure 3: Peak luminosity.

MACHINE DETECTOR INTERFACE
The EIC physics requires nearly 100% acceptance, includ-

ing stringent requirements on the detection of final state par-

ticles in the directions along the beamline. To address these

requirements both designs use a crossing angle, compen-

sated by crab cavities, and arrange the magnet apertures and

locations of detectors to allow large forward coverage. In par-

ticular, Table 1 defines two acceptances: forward acceptance

defined by the aperture of the first dipole, and far-forward
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Table 1: EIC Parameters for Selected Energies of Cases Shown in Fig. 3

design eRHIC JLEIC eRHIC-opt. JLEIC-upgrade

parameter proton electron proton electron proton electron proton electron

center-of-mass energy [GeV] 104.9 44.7 63.3 105.8

energy [GeV] 275 10 100 5 100 10 400 7

number of bunches 1160 3456 2320 864

particles per bunch [1010] 6.9 17.2 1.06 4.72 3.4 8.6 4.2 19.3

beam current [A] 1.0 2.5 0.75 3.35 1.0 2.5 0.75 3.4

beam polarization [%] 80 80 85 85 80 80 85 85

total crossing angle [mrad] 25 50 50 50

ion forward acceptances [mrad] ±20/±4.5 ±50/±10 ±35/±8 ±50/±5.6

h./v. norm. emittance [μm] 2.8/0.45 391/24 0.65/0.13 83/16.6 1.5/0.15 391/24 3/0.5 228/45.6

bunch length [cm] 6 2 2.5 1 4 2 3.5 1

β∗x / β
∗
y [cm] 90 / 4.0 43 / 5.0 8 / 1.3 5.72 / 0.93 18 / 2 13 / 2.4 40 / 2.25 16.9 / 0.8

hor./vert. beam-beam param. .014/.007 .073/.1 .015/.0135 .049/.044 .012/.013 .036/.062 .014/.008 .076/.037

peak lumi. [1034cm−2s−1] 1.01 1.46 1.24 1.78

average lumi. [1034cm−2s−1] 0.93∗ 1.4 0.95∗ 1.47∗

* Lave numbers without strong cooling

acceptance defined by the apertures of the quadrupoles. The

IR layouts of both designs and forward acceptances are il-

lustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 and MDI designs are discussed

in more detail in [7].

Similar techniques will be used to measure the electron

and proton beam polarizations in both designs – Compton

polarimetry for electrons and systems built on the RHIC

successful multi prong approach for proton polarimetry. In

the JLEIC the Compton polarimeter is located in a 4-dipole

chicane just after the IR and will measure the longitudinal

polarization of the beam, with an emphasis on detecting

the Compton scattered electron. The eRHIC Compton Po-

larimeter will be located at a dedicated IR where the electron

polarization is transverse. In both designs a polarized hy-

drogen jet target-based polarimeter will provide absolute

measurements of the proton beam polarization on the time

scale of several hours, while a p-Carbon polarimeter will be

used to make fast, relative measurements of the polarization.

The bremsstrahlung process e + p→ e + p + γ will be used
as reference process to measure luminosity [8] at EIC.

IR MAGNETS AND ENGINEERING
DESIGN

The IR of both concepts is based on standard NbTi tech-

nology. The beam pipe for the hadron beam can be cold,

whereas the electron beam pipe will be warm. The eRHIC

IR [9] requires 15 new superconducting (SC) magnets: nine

are anticipated to be made using BNL’s direct wind tech-

nology [10–12] and four based on conventional collared

coils with a Rutherford cable. The first magnet in the eRHIC

hadron forward direction is a 1.3T large aperture super-ferric

spectrometer dipole, inside of which is the first electron

quadrupole, shielded from the dipole field with a bucking

dipole and an iron shield.

The JLEIC IR requires 24 new SC magnets; 3 final focus

quadrupoles on either side of the IP for both electrons and

ions, anti-solenoids, as well as skew quads and ion beam

Figure 4: JLEIC IR layout.

correctors. All magnets are based on standard NbTi technol-

ogy with a Rutherford cable. Additional to the individual

beamline IR magnets are 3 SC spectrometer dipoles which

steer particles to the detector system in the ion downstream

portion of the IR [13–17].

COLLIDER RINGS
The JLEIC ion collider ring accelerates up to 0.75 A ion

beams from 13 to 200 GeV/c. The ring design uses only con-

ventional NbTi 6 T magnets operated at 4 K. Chromaticity

is compensated locally using -I sextupole pairs. The JLEIC

electron collider ring is designed [18, 19] to deliver an elec-

tron beam in an energy range of 3-12 GeV with high current

(up to ∼3A) and polarization (85%). PEP-II magnets and RF

cavities are reused to reduce the project cost. The existing

Yellow RHIC ring with its 4 T SC magnets will serve as the

eRHIC hadron storage ring. An electron ring with a maxi-

mum energy of 18 GeV will be installed in the same 3.8 km

tunnel. Super-bends will be utilized to achieve the required

emittances and radiation damping rates at energies below

10 GeV. Dynamic aperture studies in the electron ring have

resulted in 20σ transverse DA and a momentum acceptance
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of 12σ, while results for the hadron ring are very similar to
present RHIC.

Figure 5: eRHIC IR layout.

INJECTION CHAIN
JLEIC uses CEBAF as a full energy electron injector,

which operates in pulse mode for both injection and top-off

with long bunch trains of∼3.6 μs and∼7 nC total charge [20].

JLEIC ion injector chain will contain a few ion sources, a 150

MeV ion linac with warm front ends, a figure-8 low energy

booster of 8.9 GeV/c with a low voltage DC cooler, and a

fullsize high energy booster/stacker [21] of 13.0 GeV/c with

a 4.3 MVDC cooler. eRHIC will build a new 400MeV linac

plus an 18 GeV 1-2 Hz RCS in the existing RHIC tunnel as a

polarized electron injector. Ion beam will be delivered using

the existing RHIC ion accelerator chain. Minor upgrades

are needed to accommodate higher bunch repetition rate

and higher polarization transmission, including new RHIC

injection line and kickers as well as upgraded polarization

preservation in the AGS.

POLARIZATION
With JLEIC’s figure-8 design, the primary effect of the

ring arcs on the spin is compensated [22]. Our studies show

efficient preservation, maintenance, control and manipula-

tion of the polarization of any particle species (including pro-

tons, deuterons, 3He++, 6Li+++) using only weak magnetic

field integrals not perturbing the beam. High polarization

of JLEIC electron beam is provided by two design features,

the CEBAF SRF linac as a full-energy injector of a highly

polarized beam and vertical spin orientations alternatively

parallel and antiparallel to the dipole fields in the two arcs of

the figure-8 ring to neutralize the radiative Sokolov-Ternov

effect on the polarization [23].

eRHIC will fully reuse the existing capabilities of RHIC

accelerator complex for proton polarized beam, including

spin harmonic control, partial snakes and tune jump system

in injectors, and helical Siberian snakes and spin rotators

in the hadron ring. The capability of accelerating polarized
3He [24] and deuterons will be added and the number of

Siberian snakes will be increased from two to six. Accel-

erating polarized deuterons will require use of a tune jump

system and a partial snake. Both the electron and ion stor-

age rings will simultaneously store bunches with ↑ and ↓

spin orientations. As the electron bunch polarization decays

due to self-polarization and stochastic depolarization, the

bunches will be replaced to maintain high average polariza-

tion, using 2 Hz injector based on a source similar to one

used in SLC [25]. The RCS lattice employs high symmetry

which moves all strong spin resonances out of the accelera-

tion range [26], ensuring polarization preservation during

acceleration.

COOLING
The need for small emittances and energy spreads required

for the EIC suggests using electron beam cooling to maintain

high luminosity (Lav ≈ 1034) during collisions. Since the

cooling time is proportional to the square of the energy, it

makes sense to cool beams initially at low energy. This can

be done in the hadron boosters before the bunches are formed.

If the bunches are then quickly formed and accelerated to

full energy before IBS blows up the beam, the low emittance

and energy spread from the cooling can be preserved at the

collision energy [27]. This cooling can be done with conven-

tional DC coolers [28, 29]. Using a magnetized beam can

reduce the cooling time further. At the collision energy, both

cooling rates and IBS are smaller and, if the emittance starts

out small, cooling can hold it. If conventional incoherent

cooling is used, very high current and magnetized cooling

are required and the net cooling drops below the IBS heating

for a proton energy over ∼100 GeV [30]. Coherent electron

Cooling (CeC) provides stronger cooling for a given current

and can, in principle, be used for proton energies as high as

280 GeV, though the beam quality must be very high and

the noise on the beam must be close to the shot noise min-

imum [31–34]. As noted above, this might not be needed

at the highest proton energy if one swaps out fresh beams.

The cooling rate is proportional to the square of the atomic

number Z, so both incoherent and coherent electron cooling

are very effective at reducing the emittance and increasing

the beam lifetime. The electron beams themselves are pro-

vided by Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs). While the ∼100

mA beam required for a CeC cooler can be provided by an

ERL directly, an incoherent high-energy cooler necessitates

amplification of the current via a Circulating Cooler ring that

uses the bunches multiple times before energy recovering

them [35,36].

RF SYSTEMS
Both EIC designs make luminosity through high average

currents and many bunches and therefore have very simi-

lar RF challenges. A mixture of NCRF and SRF systems

are foreseen covering beam capture, splitting, acceleration,

bunching and crabbing. High currents in the electron rings

will produce significant synchrotron radiation power, capped

at 10 MW in both designs, and will require all cavities to

be strongly HOM damped to ensure beam stability. Those

cavity dampers will couple kWs of HOM power to room

temperature absorbing loads. In the ion ring, high installed

voltage will be provided by new SRF cavities to achieve the
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short bunch lengths. Given the high average current, these

cavities will also need strong HOM damping. Since both

designs use a crossing angle, strong crabbing is needed and

will be provided by new SRF cavities similar to those being

developed for the Hi-Lumi LHC. The high-current rings will

need gaps for beam abort, e-cloud or ion clearing and will

therefore experience strong transient beam loading. Fortu-

nately the projects can draw on decades of experience from

the B-Factories, RHIC and LHC in the design and opera-

tion of these devices and systems. While these installations

are challenging and much detailed engineering work lies

ahead, they are within the limits of previously demonstrated

technology.

BEAM DYNAMICS AND IMPEDANCES
The collective effect studies for an EIC need to ensure

beam stability for a wide range of beam collision energies

and for the ion bunch formation process [37]. For both de-

signs, broadband impedances have been estimated based on

impedance budgets of existing machines, and narrowband

impedances are due to RF cavities and wall resistance. The

e-beam at low energies will require split dipoles (or damping

wigglers), for enhancing energy spread to suppress the lon-

gitudinal microwave instability in JLEIC and for achieving

the large beam-beam tune shifts in eRHIC. For the electron

beam, feedback mitigates the longitudinal coupled bunch

instability, and the beam-beam tune spread Landau damps

the transverse coupled bunch instability as well as the ion

induced instability. The ion beams feature high bunch num-

ber and high peak current. Measurements of coupled bunch

growth rates in RHIC are planned and will be compared with

the expected results, benefitting longitudinal damper designs

for both machines. Beam image currents heat the vacuum

chamber and add additional load to the cryogenic system.

This is dealt with by coating the vacuum chamber with cop-

per, retroactively in the case of RHIC. An additional coating

of amorphous carbon, or perhaps some sort of engineered

surface, will suppress electron cloud build-up.

HIGH LUMINOSITY ERHIC
OPTIMIZATION FOR 63 GEV CM

The eRHIC parameters and the IR have been optimized

to maximize the luminosity and the forward acceptance in

80-140 GeV CM energy range. Recognizing a potential need

in the highest possible luminosity at lower CM energies (30-

80 GeV), specific beam parameters and IR modifications

have been developed leading to 1034 luminosity at the lower

CM energies. Such an IR together with a dedicated detec-

tor can be allocated, e.g., in the second collision point of

eRHIC. The modifications of the IR design with respect to

the high-energy optimized one include increased crossing

angle (up to 50 mrad) which would help to arrange closely

spaced hadron and electron magnets and allow for larger

number of bunches. Larger aperture hadron magnets are

used to increase forward acceptance at lower energies and

accommodate for increased beam size. The IR focusing

electron quadrupoles are moved much closer to the IP, with

the first quadrupole placed inside the detector enclosure.

All this allows to implement lower IP beta-functions (down

to 2 cm) in the electron and proton IR lattices. Also, the

large divergence of electron beam in the collision point can

be accommodated (up to 0.4 mrad). In addition the beam

parameters modification for low energy optimized design

involve smaller proton emittances and bunch length and in-

creased number of bunches. The corresponding luminosity

curve for this low E optimized design solution is shown in

Fig. 3 and 63 GeV CM beam parameter set is listed in the

Table 1. It should be noted that decreased IP beta-functions

lead to increase of natural IR chromaticity, especially for

protons. Thus, the managing the dynamic aperture becomes

more critical. And increased bunch frequency will be more

demanding for bunch-by-bunch proton polarization measure-

ments.

JLEIC UPGRADE TO 140 GEV CM
The JLEIC-upgrade reaches 140 GeV CM energy by dou-

bling the maximum energy of the ion collider ring from 200

GeV to 400 GeV, while keeping the electron complex and

injector unchanged. The upgrade uses the same high lumi-

nosity and polarizations design concepts of JLEIC to deliver

the same high performance (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). The

final focusing quadrupoles will be reused, they are moved

further away from IP. The secondary beam focus in both

planes downstream of the forward final focusing block will

be preserved as required by the physics measurements. The

arc dipole magnets will be upgraded, entailing removal of

all cryostats containing dipoles. The 6T NbTi dipoles will

be directly replaced with new 12T Nb3Sn dipoles, while the

arc quadrupoles will be reused. The higher field magnets

will be realigned in the existing cryostats, tested, and then re-

installed in the ion collider ring. The required level of dipole

performance has been demonstrated in the LBNL D20 [38],

EuCARD’s FRESCA2 [39–41], and most recently the >14T

dipole developed by FNAL as part of the US MDP (Magnet

Development Program) [42, 43]. Each of these magnets has

exceeded the performance requirements for the JLEIC ion

collider ring at 400 GeV at 4.5K operation. The dipole de-

sign will be based on a graded multi-layer cos θ coils wound
from keystoned, Nb3Sn SC Rutherford cable with a stainless

steel shield layer [44], supported by a laminated cold steel

yoke. A clamp assembly will secure the two halves of the

yoke in place. Finally, a stainless steel outer shell will be

welded around the yoke and acts as the helium vessel. The

dipoles will be built as straight, 4m long magnets.

EIC R&D
Both proposed implementations for the EIC contain the

same or similar design and technology elements (e.g. crab

cavities, hadron beam cooling) and therefore share the as-

sociated risks and R&D. The pre-project R&D targeting

the R&D items identified by the Jones Panel Report [45] is

shared between BNL and Jefferson Lab as leads and includes
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collaborations from universities, industry and other national

labs. This partnership is expected to grow further, once

CD-0 is awarded, to play a significant role in the realiza-

tion of the EIC. In addition there are R&D items specific to

each design (eRHIC: electron storage ring extraction kickers;

JLEIC: figure 8 spin transparency) that are perused indepen-

dently by BNL and Jefferson Lab with partners. Through

design optimizations and alternate technology choices, se-

lected technology elements from the Jones Report (JLEIC:

strong incoherent electron cooling, gear change; eRHIC:

high current polarized electron sources, high peak current

injector linac) are no longer required for achieving speci-

fied EIC performance [2]. The strong incoherent electron

cooling effort for the JLEIC is continued, as it further in-

creases the luminosity between 20 and 55 GeV CM reducing

the time for dataset accumulation. Micro-bunched electron

cooling is under active study as a FOA and is the baseline

technique for achieving an eRHIC average luminosity of

Lavg = 1.0 · 1034cm−2s−1 at 100 GeV CM. Using the Blue

ring as an on energy injector, with no cooling, reduces this

by 5% while no mitigation yields Lavg = 0.33 · 1034cm−2s−1.

This ongoing R&D and optimization effort has already sig-

nificantly matured the targeted technology so that by the

efforts completion the main technology elements will have

sufficiently matured. R&D plans of both EIC concepts focus

on efforts towards cost and/or schedule risk reduction as well

as remaining activities for strong electron cooling.

CONCLUSION
The future EIC will be much more capable and much more

challenging to build than earlier electron or polarized proton

machines. It will be the most sophisticated and challenging

accelerator currently proposed for construction in the United

States and will significantly advance accelerator science

and technology in the US and around the world. The EIC

design team is working on optimization and analyzing the

performance of both design concepts and is looking forward

for collaborative efforts for making the EIC a reality.
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